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Executive Summary  

The purpose of the ALA Development Office report to the ALA Executive Board Members is to provide 

an overview of the progress made by the American Library Association (ALA) and its units in their 

strategic fundraising efforts. The Office of ALA Development and ALA units expend significant effort in 

identifying, cultivating and soliciting major and planned gifts; participating in donor activities for 

purposes of relationship building, cultivation and stewardship; drafting proposals and meeting with 

individuals, foundation and corporate donors for cultivation and solicitation purposes. 

 

Accomplishments 

Following the list of accomplishments, further information about specific fundraising activities is 

listed to highlight the expanding role and reach of ALA. When appropriate, hyperlinks have been 

included to provide additional information. 

 

Strategic Priorities 

• In January, PPO partnered with Lifetime Arts on a 2-page pre-proposal to the Institute of Museum 

and Library Services under their Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Program opportunity, for a 

project titled "Lifespan Learning: Improving Older Adult Services Through Library Leadership.” 

• ACRL/CHOICE submitted a grant proposal to IMLS for $249,000 to develop, launch, and build out a 

review service supporting the evaluation and selection of Open Educational Resources (OERs). 

• ODLOS submitted a preliminary proposal to IMLS for their Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian 

Program. If invited to submit a full proposal we’d be applying to continue our work in partnership 

with ProLiteracy on helping libraries expand their literacy services for adults. The project title is 

“Libraries as Anchors: Adult Literacy Communities of Practice,” and the requested amount is 

$195,765. 

• ODLOS also submitted an Adult Literacy Partner proposal to Dollar General Literacy Foundation 

for a sixth round of the American Dream Literacy Initiative. The request was for $395,912.  

• ALA Digital Reference submitted a pre-proposal to IMLS for $300,000 to further develop RIMMF, a 

prototype of an RDA Editor, a tool that allows users to catalog in a native RDA environment rather 

than shoe-horned into MARC.  RIMMF is a more accessible, open source, online tool that will 

demonstrate RDA’s potential as an encoding, prove the feasibility of linked data as a solution for 

library data collection and sharing, and provide fundamental logic for RDA-based applications. The 

enhanced RIMMF editor will be free for all to use and provide a simple user input for light 

cataloging use. ALA has invested in RDA and related projects in support of the advancement and 

evolution of cataloging practice, one of the core library activities.   

• On April 3, ALSC submitted a pre-proposal to IMLS to support a convening in partnership with the 

Association of Children’s Museums (ACM), to explore how libraries and museums serve as 

community anchors serving vulnerable populations.  The convening provides a space to share 

examples of projects that work and develop a report incorporating an overview of the current 

environment and how libraries and museums already serve this role, practical examples, 

opportunities, gaps, and calls to action for how to improve their work serving vulnerable 

populations.  

 

Fundraising 

• ALCTS has been quite successful with its 60th Anniversary campaign so far.  One hundred percent 

of ALCTS Board members have given to the campaign, and donations are coming in from past 
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presidents and former at large board members. People have been very generous when asked with 

targeted messages from other member leaders. 

• United for Libraries has raised $3,445 from Board members and staff for its year end appeal.  

They are very close to 100% Board and staff giving.  United for Libraries is planning a membership 

campaign this spring.   

• United for Libraries welcomes two new corporate sponsors – each at the $5,000 level – Sisters in 

Crime and Tech-Logic.  To date, they have received $31,500 toward a corporate sponsorship goal 

of $85,000.  In addition to corporate sponsorship, Ingram Content Group will be underwriting the 

annual “The Laugh’s On Us” ticketed event for $5,000. 

• The Development Office worked with the Freedom to Read Foundation to support their efforts to 

accept two donations totaling $50,000 from a longtime Freedom to Read Foundation member. 

The Development Office’s help was key in the creation of necessary legal documents. The new 

Robert P. Holley Fund will be used to fund library school student memberships in the FTRF. 

• The ACRL 2017 Conference raised $358,250 in donations from vendors and libraries to support 

the conference. 

• Individuals contributed $61,000 that funded 83 scholarships to the ACRL 2017 Conference, March 

22-25, in Baltimore. Scholarships were awarded in six categories including early career, mid-

career, support staff, students, Spectrum Scholars, and virtual conference attendees. In awarding 

the scholarships, preference was given to applicants from diverse cultural/ethnic backgrounds, 

applicants employed at institutions or in a position to serve, under-represented groups, applicants 

employed in an academic or research library, and applicants who have not previously been 

awarded an ACRL scholarship. The support of these donors enables ACRL to build the skills and 

capacities of the next generation to lead and serve our profession. ACRL expresses its sincere 

appreciation to the groups and individuals that participated in this campaign. 

• ACRL received $8,000 from The Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation to support scholarships for 

first-time attendees to the ACRL/Rare Books & Manuscripts 2017 Conference.  Special attention is 

given to applicants from professionally underrepresented ethnic and racial groups in order to 

support the goal of encouraging interest in the special collections profession from diverse 

populations. 

• PLA, the ALA Office for Information Technology Policy and Cox Communications developed a 

concept paper for a new project using PLA and Cox resources to advance digital literacy training 

through libraries. In December 2016, ALA and Cox executed an agreement and initiated the 

project, which will continue through March 2018. Cox Communications is funding the project 

through a grant of $81,550 to PLA. PLA recruited 3 pilot libraries (East Baton Rouge, Tucson, and 

Topeka Shawnee). Each will get their own DigitalLearn.org site, training on its use, resources to 

conduct in-person trainings, promotional assistance from Cox and ALA, and funds to support two 

convenings at ALA national meetings.  

• Through a pre-professional Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Program Grant, PLA will sponsor 

paid, mentored public library internships for fifty high school juniors and seniors from 

underrepresented backgrounds at up to fifty host libraries over summer 2017. PLA will use this 

pilot cohort of students to broaden and accelerate awareness of librarianship as a profession, and 

to test approaches that may be adopted for future iterations of the program. PLA is partnering 

with ALA’s Office for Diversity, Literacy & Outreach Services, YALSA, and ACRL as units with 

mission alignment and communications channels to the target audiences. IMLS is funding this 10-

month project through a grant of $592,756, with a PLA cost share of $169,768. 
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• As part of its 50th Anniversary fundraising campaign, LITA vowed to raise $10,000 for professional 

development scholarships to support our value of diversity and inclusion while investing in the 

future leaders of LITA. We’re excited to announce that we’ve met this goal, although you can still 

donate to help us add more scholarships. 

 

Organizational Excellence 

• The ALA Development Office continues to work with ITTS to improve the new donations site.  

Since the launch of the site in November, we have seen an overall increase in regular online giving 

across ALA units. 

•  

ALA Fundraising Priorities 

Annual Fund Update 

Annual Fund Update Giving by Individuals, September – February, FY13 – FY17 

FY13 # of donors 828 Total $79,647 

FY14 # of donors 818 Total $106,932 

FY15 # of donors 829 Total $176,709 

FY16 # of donors 833 Total $170,207 

FY17 # of donors 1416 Total $293,783 
 

*Includes $20,350 to support the ACRL 75th Anniversary Campaign, collected from 231 donors 

** Does not include a $575,000 one-time gift or a bequest of $50,000 

 

We looked at fundraising from September 1 – February 28, because we found that donations were 

still strong through January and February.  As we projected, Annual Fund activities benefitted ALA 

across units.  Of note:  

• In FY16 we had two unusually large (ranging from $50,000 - $575,000) one-time gifts.  

Removing these gifts gives a clearer picture of the normal range of Annual Fund activities.  

• We saw a significant increase in percentage of donors overall, increasing the number of 

donors by 70% over the past five fiscal years, which were roughly flat.  For context, in FY16 we 

had a total of 1,400 donors for the whole fiscal year. 

• We increased the total amount that came in from individuals by 72% over FY16. 

• We observed that stronger giving continued throughout January, and we have seen continued 

giving at higher levels during the month of February.  We attribute this to the Annual Fund 

campaign as well as the improvements to the Give ALA site. 

•  Campaigns like the ACRL 75th Anniversary Campaign, much of which was realized in FY15, 

increase the amount of fundraising.  Campaigns like this also serve to bump the amount of 

money raised in years following. 
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• The mail appeal and new online donations system make it easier to contribute to online to 

ALA, leading to better results overall. 

• We saw an overall increase in giving to the 21st Century Fund, an important unrestricted fund 

that supports activities like the Center for the Future of Libraries, Office of Diversity, Literacy 

and Outreach, and more.  The increase in unrestricted giving was coupled with an increase in 

restricted giving; it did not replace restricted giving. 

• While there were variable benefits to different units in ALA, we saw a dramatic trend of more 

donors in all areas.  This is very important, as successful fundraising relies on working with 

donors over time to make a stronger giving relationship to ALA. 

It’s important to note that some pieces of the campaign were sidelined.  Three e-mail messages were 

planned to lead up to and drop on Giving Tuesday, November 22, 2016.  These three messages were 

dropped due to the need for ALA to clarify its messages around the incoming presidential 

administration.  Despite the absence of these messages, the Annual Fund campaign successfully 

achieved its goal – to benefit ALA across the board.  It also demonstrates that there is untapped 

potential in soliciting our member base now and in a systematic way going forward. 

Interim Results by ALA Scholarship and Other Fundraising 

In order to show overall trends, we looked at the six largest of the ALA Funds, during the time of 

heaviest response to the Annual Fund; November 1, 2016 – January 31, 2017.  We consolidated some 

of the funds.  For example, Spectrum includes all named Spectrum Funds.  ALA Scholarships includes 

all named ALA scholarships. 

 

 
*November 1 – January 31 

 

$ fundraised fy13 fy14 fy15 fy16 fy17 

PPO Cultural Communities 

Fund 

$   1,925 $730 $   3,317 $   9,865 $ 12,395 

Spectrum Scholarships $   6,011 $  20,129 $ 19,607 $ 19,561 $ 29,391 

ALA Scholarships $   3,845 $6,843 $   6,773 $   5,928 $   1,404 

21st Century Fund $   4,256 $  10,367 $   5,524 $   8,451 $ 14,378 

ALA Endowment Fund $   2,615 $2,555 $   7,657 $   2,512 $   3,372 

Libraries Transform Campaign $   3,220 $3,777 $   2,300 $   4,032 $   3,198 
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*November 1 – January 31 

 

number of donors fy13 fy14 fy15 fy16 fy17 

PPO Cultural Communities 

Fund 

40 17 52 22 45 

Spectrum Scholarships 100 134 137 103 225 

ALA Scholarships 92 146 124 104 113 

21st Century Fund 47 43 63  29  231 

ALA Endowment Fund 67 65 68 55 69 

Libraries Transform Campaign 80 84 53 32 60 

 

Conclusions 

• The Annual Fund had a dramatic impact on the number of donors and a positive impact on the 

amount of money raised for these ALA funds. 

• PPO is working with Nancy Kranich on a campaign to support the Libraries Transforming 

Communities Community Engagement grant, where there is a 1:1 match to all contributions, 

that boosted returns for PPO.  

• Overall, there is tremendous potential to build upon this year’s Annual Fund activities and 

raise more money for all ALA units and programs. 

 

Development Audit  

We released the RFP for the Development Audit at the beginning of February, 2017.  We sent it to six 

firms, most of whom were recommendations from members or had worked with staff members.  All 

six firms submitted a proposal. 

 

A cohort of staff members read the proposals and scored.  The cohort of staff included: Sheila 

O’Donnell and Jeffrey Roth, the Development Office; Scott Allen, PLA; Mary Jane Petrowski, ACRL; 

Wendy Prellwitz, ODLOS; Jamie Hennelly, Publishing; and Beth Nawalinski, United for Libraries.  Mark 

Leon, CFO; Aimee Strittmatter, ALSC; Sylvia Norton, AASL; and Mary Hirsh, PLA, were also consulted 

as a part of the selection process. 
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The four consultant finalists were sent to three members of the Development Task Force: Gary 

Shaffer, PLA; Carolyn Allen, ACRL; and Maria Taesil Hudson McCauley, Spectrum/PLA.  We have 

scheduled a phone call to discuss the finalists and identify who will receive a phone interview.  We 

anticipate that we will make a selection by early April and begin actively working on the audit by mid-

April.  We were impressed by the proposals we received and look forward to this external assessment 

of our fundraising efforts. 

 

Spectrum 20th Anniversary 

The Development Office has been working with ODLOS to identify opportunities and put together a 

plan to fundraise around the celebration of the Spectrum 20th Anniversary.  The plan is attached.  As a 

part of the Spring Board meeting, we hop to discuss Executive Board member participation 

opportunities in the Spectrum 20th Anniversary.  During the Spectrum 20th Anniversary, the 

Development Office will also include a report on Spectrum fundraising as a part of our quarterly 

Board report. 

 

Planned Giving 

The ALA Development Office continues to work with individuals who have indicated their interest in 

making a planned gift to the Association in their estate plans, and continues to provide reports, 

resources and staff expertise to ALA units to assist with their marketing and member outreach 

efforts.  The Legacy Society is the umbrella under which all planned giving at ALA falls. Within the 

Legacy Society, there is space for multiple giving circles or clubs, which primarily describe how an 

individual enters.  Currently, there are several existing circles: Charter Member, 15 x 15, and 1876 

Club.  We are also in the process of rolling out the new 20x20 Campaign.  

 

Barbara Ford and Robert Banks remain co-chairs of the Legacy Society through Annual Conference.  

They are working with the Development Office to identify a successor pair of co-chairs.  

1876 Club 

The 1876 Club was officially rolled out at Midwinter Meeting with an ad in the Midwinter issue of 

American Libraries and a cocktail party on Friday, January 20, 2017.  Close to 30 individuals attended 

the 1876 Club.  The 1876 Club committee and the Development Office followed up with attendees 

and scheduled several follow up discussions about the Club.  

Spring/summer activities to promote the 1876 Club include:  

• Send out a letter to 1876 Club prospects in spring of 2017 with photos from the Midwinter 

cocktail party/an invitation to the upcoming event at Annual Conference/an invitation to join 

the 1876 Club; 

• Joint ad for Legacy Society/1876 Club in Annual Conference edition of American Libraries; 

• Host a gathering for 1876 Club members and prospects at Annual Conference 2017. 

We welcome Ann Ewbank as a new member of the 1876 Club.  

http://www.ala.org/plannedgiving/legacy-society-honor-roll-donors-0 

 

20x20 Campaign 

As an outgrowth of the strategic planning conversations in July and September, we recognized the 

need for a new campaign which would encompass both planned giving and major gifts.  Building on 
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the momentum of the 15x15 Campaign, it was determined that we would begin to promote the 

20x20 Campaign.  The goal of the 20x20 Campaign is to raise $10 million in planned and major gifts by 

2020. 

 

FY17 Activities for the 20x20 Campaign: 

• ALA Legacy Society coffee break (bring a friend), at ALA Midwinter Meeting; 

• ACRL 2017, scheduled meetings; 

• With ALA units, identify prospects to approach for major and planned gifts; 

• With ALA units to create solicitation documents which can be used during donor meetings; 

• Planned giving mailing in 2017; 

• One page update on ALA accomplishments to be sent to donors and prospects; 

• Support major gifts activities associated with the Spectrum 20th Anniversary, LITA 50th 

Anniversary, AASL 65th Anniversary, and ALCTS 60th Anniversary; 

• Joint ad in American Libraries (Annual Conference Issue). 

 

New Planned Giving Pledges to ALA, March 2016 – March 2017 

 Approximate Pledge Amount New Members 

1876 Club $251,750 9 

Legacy Society $1,580,500 6 

Total $1,832,250 15 

 

Libraries Transform Campaign and Library Champions 

Libraries Transform to date has seen over 4,700 libraries and supporters join the Campaign from 

across the country and the globe. New “Because” statements and materials were promoted during 

the Midwinter Meeting in Atlanta, and are now available through the Libraries Transform portal. 

From April 9th-15th, through the Libraries Transform Campaign, ALA celebrates National Library Week; 

a week set aside each year to celebrate the impact libraries, and library workers, have on 

communities across the country. This year’s theme for National Library Week was once again, 

“Libraries Transform,” and this year’s spokesperson in US soccer all-star, Julie Foudy. Julie is an 

Olympic medalist, two-time World Cup champion, and now is an analyst for ABC and ESPN. Her book, 

“Choose to Matter” is set to be released this spring.  

 

Specific days are set aside during National Library Week. Monday is the release of the “State of the 

American Library Report,” which includes a list of the Top Ten Frequently Challenged Books. On 

Tuesday, April 11th, during National Library Week, ALA will also celebrate National Library Worker 

Day; a day in which library staff are celebrated for their hard work and contributions to the library 

world. Wednesday is also National Bookmobile Day, which celebrates the contributions mobile 

libraries make.  

 

National Library Week and the Libraries Transform Campaign are funded through support from the 

Library Champions. Library Champions are a group of corporate and foundation donors who support 

the idea that libraries are essential building blocks from community growth and prosperity. The 

Development Office manages the Library Champions program, and is working with recurring 

Champions to manage their annual participation, as well as identifying new avenues for support and 
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prospects for Champion membership. Since the last report, EBSCO Information Services, Elsevier, 

Springer Nature, The Library Corporation, and ReferenceUSA have renewed their membership, and 

LS&S (formerly LSSI) has re-joined the Library Champions program.  

 

Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) and State Campaigns 

ALA has been accepted by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management for inclusion in the Fall 2017 

Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) as a member of the Educate America! Federation. 

All CFC funds are unrestricted and have currently been allocated to United for Libraries. All State 

Campaign funds are allocated unrestricted. 

• Pledge data for Campaign 2016 is being compiled by ALA’s 3rd party vendor. 

• Campaign 2015 is open and has generated $5,071; preliminary report show $14,377 in CFC 

pledges and $658 in state pledges. ALA projects revenue of $8,000. 

• Campaign 2014 is closed and has generated $6,511 (projected revenue was $16,000). 

• Campaign 2013 is closed and has generated $13,925 (projected revenue was $16,000). 

The following graphs outline current monthly distribution patters for the 2012, 2013, and 2014 CFC 

campaigns that ALA has participated in: 
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Donations and Grants, FY 2017 Q1+Q2  

September 1, 2016 through February 28,2017 

 

Cash Flow Analysis 

Confidential Executive Summary  

 

Individual Giving 
• In FY17, the Development Office launched the first-ever comprehensive coordinated 

Annual Fund campaign to benefit all of ALA.  The Annual Fund benefitted units across ALA, 

including divisions, offices, roundtables and scholarship programs. 

• We saw a significant increase in percentage of individual donors overall, increasing the 

number of donors by 70% over the past five fiscal years, which were roughly flat.  For 

context, in FY16 we had a total of 1,400 donors for the whole fiscal year. 

• In Q1 & Q2 of FY16 we had two unusually large (ranging from $50,000 - $575,000) one- 

time gifts. If those two unusual gifts are moved, we see that in FY17 we increased the total 

amount that came in from individuals by 72% over FY16. 

• Improvements to the online donations site have been critical to increased fundraising 

success. 

• Nancy Kranich, ALA past president, is leading a fundraising effort for Libraries 

Transforming the Communities Engagement Grant, so far nearly $13,000 has been 

raised to support this effort. 

Corporate, Foundation, Government, and Organization Giving 

• OverDrive is sponsoring the Libraries Transform Campaign at the $60,000 level, 

specifically for Book Club Central and Library Card Sign-Up Month. 

• Morningstar, EBSCO Information Services, Elsevier, The Library Corporation (TLC), 

renewed their commitments to the Library Champions program in FY2017. 

• ACRL secured corporate sponsorships for ACRL 2017 in Baltimore, the list includes but is not 

limited to the following: Sage Publications, Innovative Interfaces, EBSCO Information Services, 

Elsevier, Taylor & Francis, Clarivate Analytics 

• ALA received 17 grant reimbursement payments from NEH, IMLS, Smithsonian, and 

Library of Congress. 
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ALA Spectrum Scholarship Program Fundraising Plan 
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fiscal year 2017 in review 

Results 

• Raised $30,719 from 243 donors through Annual Campaign (mail appeal to 54,000 members 

and email sent to 38,000 members). 

• Raised $3,625 from 14 contributions through December targeted Spectrum mailing to 58 past 

donors.  

• In preparation for the Anniversary, the Spectrum Advisory Committee soft-launched a new 

platform for crowd based fundraising which allows Spectrum Scholars and supporters to 

establish their own online appeals in support of Spectrum 

(https://www.crowdrise.com/spectrumscholarship): $1,400 was received in the first two 

weeks, used for 3 individual appeals, $7,100 in gifts thus far.  

• $91,000 in sponsored scholarships helped maintain cohort size while reducing endowment 

expenses.  

Successes 

• As during the 15x15 Campaign (12 new Legacy Society members, $814,000 in planned gifts), 

Spectrum saw the highest number of donors through the Annual Campaign. 

•  99% of donors via CrowdRise covered fees on top of their contribution, also now successfully 

used by LITA and ALCTS for Anniversary Campaigns.   

• 24% response rate on one targeted mailing.  

• Re-negotiated ProQuest (3-year agreement pending) sponsorship and working to secure new 

corporate sponsorship and new Division sponsorship for FY18.  

Challenges 

• Spectrum email blast was one of the three e-mail messages planned around Giving Tuesday in 

2016. These three messages were dropped due to the need for ALA to clarify its messages 

around the incoming presidential administration.  Opportunity to assess Spectrum email 

appeal will now take place in conjunction with the Anniversary Launch during National Library 

Week 2017. 

• Outdated ecommerce system hampered online giving appeals, but the new donation site has 

launched and is receiving positive feedback from Spectrum fundraisers.  
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fundraising resources 

 

 

 

Volunteer structure 
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$20,000 Spectrum 
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donor activities & Goals 

 

20th anniversary focus areas 

Invest in activities that may not generate revenue now, but will make a difference in the future.  

1. Cultivate a culture of philanthropy within the Spectrum Scholars Community. 

2. Start a monthly giving program. 

3. Support Executive Board interest in Spectrum fundraising activities.   

  

New Donors

• "Community Champions" effort will train 20 Spectrum alumni and develop 
support materials for Friends & Family appeals, 20 new donors goal per 
champion

• Prospects invited to AC2017 Celebration and 2018 Wrap-up Event

Renewing 
Donors

• P2P fundaising on a cohort basis, cohorts will compete with participation 
goal

• Past Presidents Appeal and participation goals by groups (renew donors 
from Spectrum Presidential Initiative)

Upgrading 
Donors

• P2P ask from current monthly donors to annual givers around monthly 
giving options

• Increase Division sponsorships with new program models

• Evaluate corporate sponsorships (past and prospects) 
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ALA Executive board participation Ideas 

 
calendar 

 
 

Resolutions 

Past 
Presidents 

Appeal

Board to 
Board 

Challenges

Individual 
Fundraising

April
Launch 

Anniversary on 
NLWD

Introduce 
Fundraising Plan

June
Cocktail Hour 

Sunday 6/25 4-
6pm with Carla 

Hayden

Board Discussion 
- sharing 

strategies

Report on 
Community 
Champions

May to 
September

ODLOS and 
Development 

support for Board 
fundraising ideas

October
Board Review 
Progress on all 

activities

Discuss final 
strategies for end 
of campaign push
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To be successful, the Spectrum 20th Anniversary: A Celebration of Community grounds itself in the 

following resolutions. 

Community defines success 

The Spectrum 20th Anniversary Chair’s work with the 20 Community Champions will emphasize 

community-building over fundraising and will model a turned outward approach.  Spectrum leaders 

will receive support for their efforts to create strong local networks of LIS professionals from 

marginalized groups.  

laying a foundation 

Through this program, more than 1,000 library leaders have benefited from scholarships, community 

building, and opportunities to collectively advance equity, diversity, and inclusion. Spectrum will be 

understood as a program encompassing much more than scholarships and support and visibility will 

be extended from it to the mission and range of activities undertaken by the Office for Diversity, 

Literacy, and Outreach Services which is vital for the retention of a diverse workforce.  

next steps 

• Discuss Board fundraising ideas May to September 

• Schedule Development Office follow-up calls with interested Board members 

• Board will receive quarterly updates on Spectrum Anniversary fundraising 

 



Donations and Grants, FY 2017 Q1+Q2 - September 1, 2016 - Febuary 28, 2017

FY 2017 Q1+2 FY2016 Q1+Q2 FY2016 Q1-Q4

Individuals Individuals Individuals 

Type Number of Gifts Number of Donors Amount Median Average Number of Gifts Number of Donors Amount Median Average Number of Gifts Number of 

Donors

Amount Median Average

ALA Unrestricted 271 260 15,208$              28$                           56$                                47 47 8,728$            44$               186$                  78 78 9,823 35 126$             

ALA Programs/Grant/Sponsorships 166 156 7,067$                 30$                           43$                                134 129 12,493$          30$               93$                    222 211 26,990 27 122$             

ALA Endowment 496 439 53,853$              46$                           109$                              387 352 37,053$          33$               96$                    538 489 45,110 36 84$               

Unit Unrestricted 274 258 30,614$              55$                           112$                              161 143 47,046$          88$               3,864$               216 192 88,818 122 411$             

Unit Programs/Grants/Sponsorships 257 227 178,389$            50$                           694$                              81 78 595,846$        83$               924$                  205 197 670,508 60 3,271$          

Unit Endowment 84 76 8,653$                 50$                           103$                              88 84 94,041$          63$               1,069$               160 154 103,635 68 648$             

1548 1416 293,783$            48$                           190$                              898 833 795,207$        53$               886$                  1,419 1,321 944,883$        48$               666$             

FY 2017 Q1+Q2 FY2016 Q1+Q2 FY2016 Q1-Q4

Giving from Corporations, Foundations, Organizations and Government Giving from Corporations, Foundations, Organizations and Government Giving from Corporations, Foundations, Organizations and Government 

Type Number of Gifts Number of Donors Amount Median Average Number of Gifts Number of Donors Amount Median Average Number of Gifts Number of 

Donors

Amount Median Average

ALA Unrestricted 34 31 381,692$            99$                           11,256$                        17 17 29,065$          247$             1,710$               37 36 41,452$          91$               1,120$          

ALA Programs/Grant/Sponsorships 46 40 593,290$            4,000$                      12,895$                        72 62 1,115,731$     8,741$          15,496$            139 122 2,296,451$     8,806$          16,521$       

ALA Endowment 11 10 23,845$              418$                         2,168$                           7 7 24,035$          383$             3,434$               19 18 109,895$        733$             5,784$          

Unit Unrestricted 18 16 20,804$              167$                         1,100$                           23 21 47,857$          1,115$          2,081$               70 61 215,894$        686$             3,084$          

Unit Programs/Grants/Sponsorships 148 133 1,939,297$         2,000$                      13,103$                        82 75 1,614,656$     3,026$          19,691$            339 314 5,439,669$     1,656$          16,043$       

Unit Endowment 3 2 28,586$              7,272$                      9,529$                           3 3 145$                58$               48$                    5 5 3,145$            264$             629$             

260 232 2,987,514$         1,209$                      11,490$                        204 185 2,831,489$     749$             13,880$            609 556 8,106,507$     710$             43,182$       

Overall Distribution: ALA and Units Distribution for ALA: Programs, Endowments and Unrestricted Distribution for Units: Programs, Endowments and Unrestricted

Q1+Q2 ALA-Unrestricted ALA-Program/Grants ALA-Endowments Units-Unrestricted Units-Program/Grants Units-Endowments Total

Corporation 113,466$               205,689$                       500$                    14,769$                    385,533$                      28,586$                 748,543$              

Foundation 249,511$               66,700$                          2,200$                 -$                               1,061,000$                   -$                            1,379,411$           

Government Agency 58$                         306,874$                       -$                         22$                           425,444$                      -$                            732,399$              

Library 12,575$                 10,026$                          19,650$              2,175$                      45,808$                        -$                            90,234$                 

Non-Profit 6,081$                    4,000$                            1,495$                 3,839$                      21,512$                        -$                            36,927$                 

Individual 15,208$                 7,067$                            53,853$              30,614$                    178,388$                      8,653$                    293,782$              

Total 396,900$               600,357$                       77,698$              51,418$                   2,117,685$                   37,238$                 3,281,297$           

ALA-

Endowments1

Units-
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Endowments1

Confidential


